The performance of a novel microfluidic impedance cytometer (MIC) with 1 coplanar configuration is investigated in-silico. The main feature of the de- 
Introduction
In medicine, life science and quality control there is a pressing need to whence a new metric can be extracted correlating with particle trajectory 48 height. It is proved in simulation that this metric can be used to compensate 49 for the spurious spread in the measured electrical diameter associated with 50 trajectory height, thus achieving high accuracy.
51
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the novel MIC is described 52 and the new metric is introduced. Its relationship with particle trajectory 53 height and electrical diameter is investigated in Section 3 by means of a 54 finite element simulation campaign. As a result, a simple strategy to correct 55 the electrical diameter is derived. A parametric analysis with respect to the 56 relevant parameters of the experimental setup is also presented. Finally, a 57 virtual particle-sizing experiment involving dielectric spherical beads with 58 diameter of 5, 6 and 7 µm is carried on in Section 4 under different noise 
75
This wiring results in a non-homogeneous electric field distribution along the 76 channel axis (z-direction), characterized by four regions of high field intensity 77 and weak-field regions in between (Figure 1(b) ).
78
When no particle is present in the sensing region, the differential current 79 I Diff ideally vanishes by symmetry. Upon the passage of a particle, the in- 
88 with:
90
Here, z c is the z-coordinate of the center of the sensing region, z c = 175 µm; γ, a respectively represent control parameters for peak width, peak distance 93 in each double Gaussian, peak amplitude.
94
Peak amplitude is proportional to particle volume [8] , hence the cube root 95 of a can be used to estimate particle diameter:
97
where G is a proportionality factor depending on device geometric and di-98 electric properties. Accordingly, D is referred to as electrical diameter.
99
However, the electric field intensity decreases away from electrodes in 100 the height direction (Figure 1(b) ). As a consequence, peak amplitude also 101 depends on particle trajectory height, i.e. y-coordinate. 
110
On the other hand, the richness of the information contained in the mea-111 sured signals can be exploited to decouple the effect of particle size and . Because the signal amplitude also depends on particle size, the following 117 normalized metric, referred to as relative prominence, is introduced ( Fig-118 ure 2):
120 where m and M essentially correspond to signal amplitude at saddle and 121 peaks, respectively, i.e.:
Simple calculus yields the following approximate expression of the relative 127 prominence:
3. In silico proof of principle 
161
where c 1 , c 2 , c 3 (orc 1 ,c 2 ,c 3 ) are fitting parameters. Accordingly, an accurate 162 estimate of the particle diameter d can be derived by respectively correcting 163 the electrical diameter D as follows:
The values of the fitting parameters depend on the experimental setup,
168
and can be obtained experimentally by means of calibration with particles of 169 known size. As a matter of fact, the relationship among electrical diameter D,
170
particle trajectory height y, and relative prominence P is mainly influenced 171 by the following dimensionless parameter (see Appendix A): 
188
In order to test the performance of the proposed compensation procedure, 189 the size estimation of 5, 6 and 7 µm diameter beads has been addressed in a 190 Table 1 : Parameter values used in the generation of the synthetic data stream S mix 
225
Because particles essentially experience uniform linear motion in the mi-226 crochannel, at least over distances of the oder of the sensing region length, the 227 law of motion z e (t) = v e (t−t e ) can be assumed. The function S pe (x e , y e , z e (t))
228
2 Some amount of hydrodynamic focusing may be present [21] . However, it is immaterial for the present purpose, so it is neglected here. On the other hand, it could be easily accounted for by introducing an appropriate nonuniform distribution of (x e , y e ) in the channel cross section.
is independent of x e , because the electric field is homogeneous along the x- which is normally distributed around the nominal population diameter.
234
Additive white noise with standard deviation σ N was added to the data 235 stream. A filter consisting of n first-order filtering steps was implemented,
236
with resulting filter bandwith BW . A sampling frequency f s was assumed.
237
The parameter values used in the generation of the synthetic data stream
238
S mix , comprising 54000 events, are reported in Gaussian template s(z) introduced in equation (1) was used:
258 with:
260
This template depends on five parameters: central time moment, t c ; transit 261 time, δ; peak width control, σ; peak distance control, γ, and peak ampli- by means of equation (10) or (9).
268
The particle velocity v e should be considered unknown from the experi- 
272
The estimate V is referred to as "electrical" velocity, and is compared to the 273 "true" velocity v e in Appendix B. Table 2 , last row). (i.e., S 5 , S 6 , and S 7 ). A common trend is observed for the three populations. Table 3,   296 showing good algorithm performance also with reduced signal-to-noise ratio.
297
The submicron resolution in particle size estimation demonstrated in Fig-298 ure 6(e) enables accurate size-based particle discrimination, which has signif-299 icant applications in medicine and life sciences, e.g. to discriminate between 300 cell types, or to investigate cell growth, activation and cell-cycle progression. is divided into an insulating part (∂Ω ne ), and a part covered by electrodes
340
(∂Ω e ).
341
In the Fourier domain, the electrical problem is stated as follows:
where Ψ is the electric potential phasor, σ the enclosed quantity across Γ, and n denotes the outer unit normal vector.
348
An insulating boundary condition is applied on the boundaries not covered 349 by electrodes
On the i-th electrode (∂Ω e i ), the following electrode equation holds
where Y e = G e + iωC e is the double-layer admittance per unit area, expressed 354 in terms of conductance G e and capacitance C e per unit area, and Ψ i is the 355 electrode potential. The inward current through electrode i is given by
For a floating electrode, the relevant potential Ψ i is unknown and the con-358 straint I i = 0 is enforced.
359
Reference parameter values used in the simulations are relevant to the 
Here div and ∇ respectively denote the divergence and gradient operators 382 with respect to (x, y, z), and are computed on the scaled domains (denoted 383 with an overbar). Moreover, the following dimensionless parameters are in-384 troduced:
In the radio-frequency range, G e is negligible with respect to ωC e , and ωε b ε v 
423
In fact, the electric field is homogeneous along the x-axis, so that differ- The insight gained by this analysis could be very helpful in interpret-
447
ing experimental results involving, e.g., passive or active particle focusing 448 mechanisms.
449
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